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3 Physical Protection of Critical Infrastructures

― Challenge

In order to meet the new requirements of 
the KRITIS umbrella law and the underlying 
EU Directive on the Resilience of Critical 
Facilities (CER) operators must meet 
minimum standards in the areas of access 
control and perimeter protection and 
central monitoring of security-relevant 
events. 

Learn how to sustainably protect people 
and assets through holistic security 
solutions while enabling efficient ope-
rations by means of intelligent process 
automation.

Whether it is a data centers, energy supply, life science  
or production and logistics - operators of critical infras-
tructures face special challenges. Due to the volatile geo-
political situation and changing regulatory framework, the 
physical protection of companies and facilities is becoming 
increasingly important.
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Personnel-intensive operations due to the absence 
of digitalization measures, and process automation 
due to the shortage of skilled workers constitute an 
increasing operational risk.

Problems that we solve:

Inadequate detection of threats due to a lack of 
intelligent analysis functions and a failure to network 
security systems.

Lack of central monitoring and management of 
events as well as KPIs and data for the optimization 
of systems and processes in business operations.
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― Solution

― Sense ― Analyze ― Act

Multi-level safety 
systems and IoT 
sensors

Decentralized intel-
ligence and unified 
security platform

Intelligently networked 
systems, digitized pro-
cesses and managed 
services

Automation

→ Reliable data and 
early detection of 
hazards

→ Focusing on rele-
vant events, central 
control

→ User experience, 
efficiency and eco-
nomy

We enable the reliable detection of hazards and convert 
sensor data into automated actions for an efficient 
security management.
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― Portfolio 
Overview

With our many years of experience in installation 
and system integration within critical infrastructure, 
we implement vendor-independent integrated 
security solutions with tailored functionality. 

These are created on the basis of a security concept 
that takes into account individual security goals and 
regulatory requirements.
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Central monitoring | Dashboards | Standardized control system | Automated actions | Case management of alarms in a control center

Management platform
 

The modular portfolio includes integrated solution  
modules from fire protection to building digitization.  
With the help of a management platform, all security  
systems are connected in a uniform way and enable  
central monitoring. 

— Fire protection

Minimize risks with 
fire alarm systems in 
accordance with DIN 
14675, aspirating smoke 
detection systems and 
thermal radiometry.

— Perimeter and in-
trusion protection
 
Detect physical threats 
in time using appropriate 
sensor technology and 
intelligent analysis.
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Horizontal integration

Central monitoring | Dashboards | Standardized control system | Automated actions | Case management of alarms in a control center

— Video surveillance 
and analysis
 
Monitor processes and 
protect assets and peo-
ple with intelligent video 
technology.

— Access control 
system
 
Benefit from automated 
and secure processes in 
access management.

— Building IoT

 
Enable sensor-ba-
sed analysis of space 
utilization and ensure 
usage-based control of 
building systems and 
a digital workplace 
experience.
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― Core Components

― Perimeter protection

Intelligent perimeter protection is the most effective measure to 
prevent physical threats and is designed in such a way that an 
attack can be fended off according to the risk profile.

― Access control

The access control system ensures that only authorized and 
verified persons and vehicles are granted access to the 
company premises and to defined security zones. 
Documented authentication takes place at every zone 
transition – depending on the protection class in conjunction 
with separation and biometric procedures.

― Monitoring and hazard management

The heart of a holistic security solution is the certified control 
center (VdS 3138–2). Here, security-relevant events are combined 
into a uniform overview of the situation and processed quickly 
and specifically on the basis of defined workflows. 

With our holistic security solutions we support you 
in the efficient implementation of your technical 
security concept. Three components are crucial for 
the physical protection of critical infrastructures:
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Video technology and analysis are an integral part of access control, perimeter and campus 
security. A wide range of hazard detection systems are used to trigger alarms in the event 
of unauthorized access. In accordance with DIN 14675 our fire alarm systems provide basic 
protection for your site.

― Safety zones and protection categories

Depending on the purpose of the site to be protected, 
safety zones are formed which combine areas with the 
same or similar requirements. For those zones, the safety 
concept defines protection categories (levels 1–4), from 
which the requirements for the security systems are 
derived, in particular access control, video security, 
alarms in the event of unauthorized access and fire 
protection. In order to optimally protect critical assets, 
zones with a higher protection category can only be 
accessed if previous rooms with a lower protection 
category have been accessed (shell principle).

-
High sensitive
Productive 
areas

SOC

— Level 4

— Level 4

— Level 3

— Level 3

— Level 2

— Level 1

Productive -
areas

Operational infrastructure

Building
Protected 
property area

Perimeter protection

Access control

Security operations
center (SOC)
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― Services

We provide services in all phases of the development and 
operation of buildings and systems. Our 360° services enable 
efficiency benefits and innovation. We ensure optimal 
operation as early as the planning stage.

Consulting

Planning

Construction

Configuration & 
initial operation

Technical  
services

Monitoring & 
Management

360°

― 24/7 helpdesk
― Regular maintenance
― Repair
― Activating control centers

― On-site visit
― Customer requirements analysis
― Determination of security scope
― Examination of regulatory 
     requirements
― Mediation of experts
― Solutions concept
― Functional description 
― End-to-end process

― System configuration
― Functional tests
― Technical approvals
― Expert inspection
― Documentation
― Commissioning & handover

― Selection of components
― Design planning
― Detailed engineering
― Installation of components 
― System integration
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― Effective 
perimeter 
protection 
Intelligent perimeter protection is the most effective 
measure in preventing unauthorized access, sabotage, 
vandalism and theft. With our end-to-end solution you 
achieve three core objectives:

― Reliably detect hazards

― Increase operating efficiency

―   Ensuring future viability

Despite difficult environmental conditions such 
as vegetation, weather or darkness the optimal 
perimeter protection solution detects safety-
relevant events.

An intelligently networked security system helps 
avoid false alarms and automates processes as 
much as possible. Analysis Dashboards support 
cross-site optimization.

With services that keep hardware and software 
up to date we can ensure the best possible 
security for the future.
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― Perfect interaction: the 
control center reacts to 
events within a multi-level   
safety system

Conventional mechanical safeguards such as fences or walls can be overcome. 
Early detection of security-relevant events in the outdoor area averts threats and 
gains valuable reaction time for intervention measures. The control center 
responds to events in a multi-level system. Messages from different zones are 
linked logically and visualized in the hazard management system.

― Event detection at the fence

― Perpetrator approach for initial 
deterrence

Intelligent fence sensor technology detects safety-
related activities such as attempts to climb over, cut-
ting and pushing, while avoiding false alarms caused 
by wind, for example. In cases where there is a site 
without a physical barrier, infrared technology and 
intelligent video analysis form a virtual perimeter.
 
Mechanical systems, position and seismic sensor, 
laser detector and IP video technology

An automated, event-driven approach via recorded 
audio clips deters offenders.

IP audio systems
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High-performance PTZ cameras automatically track 
the perpetrator. The emergency call and service 
control center knows the position of the perpetrator 
at all times and can control intervention personnel in 
a targeted manner.

IP video technology / PTZ cameras, PSIM platform

― Reliable detection of intruders

After the visualization of events in the hazard 
management system, the security control center 
verifies the alarm on the basis of live images from IP 
video cameras and takes over the targeted control 
of intervention personnel. By means of cross-camera 
video search including facial recognition as well as 
analysis of object movements and behavioral trends, 
suspicious persons and objects can be quickly 
detected and localized.
 
Analysis software, PSIM platform

Thermal cameras along the perimeter and laser 
detectors (LiDAR) detect people entering the 
premises, even in absolute darkness. Intelligent 
analysis functions with object classification avoid 
false alarms.

Thermal imaging technology, laser detectors (LiDAR) 
and IP video technology

― Remote management 24/7 and 
video search

― Targeted offender tracking
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― Automated 
access process 
with customized 
functionality

Access control is an essential for the physical protec-
tion of critical infrastructures. The challenge here lies 
not only in reliable authentication and separation, but 
also in the digitalization and user-centered design of 
the entire process.

Accordingly, we develop end-to-end access 
solutions along user journeys of relevant personas. 
Our use cases range from digital visitor manage-
ment with identity verification and the control of 
people and material flow in complex areas, such 
as loading bays and carpark management.
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― Use Case Overview

People and material 
flow control

Escape route safety 
and security

Personal control by 
microwave technology

Elevator control 
system

Access control with 
anti-passback and zone 
change management

Entry and 
exit control

Parking Facility 
Management

Digital Access 
Management with 
Identity Verification
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The end-to-end access solutions along the user journey of an external technician in the data 
center automates and accelerates the check-in process with identity verification, security 
briefing and badge generation, taking into account the highest security standards. At the 
same time, documented and monitored authentification takes place at every zone transition 
from campus access to IT rack opening. Individual entry into rooms with the highest 
protection categories is supported by sensors. Depending on the protection goal, we 
integrate security screening based on microwave technology with artificial intelligence.

― Example of an integrated 
access solution for data centers

― 2 
RFID-Card reader, 
Turnstiles

― 3 
Card reader, 
Person airlock 
Room airlock with 
Bodyscanner

Secured campus Building

Security
Risk score

― 1 
essentry-Kiosk,
ID-Authentication, 
Biometric Face 
Matching

Reception

Access Management 
with Identity 
Verification

Controlled 
access 

Separation and  
personal control
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― 4 
RFID Card reader,
Palm vein scanner ATG 
sensor technology, 
Door monitoring

IT Area

― 5 
Electronic rack lock 
with RFID reader, 
Door monitoring

Rack

― 6 
 24/7 Monitoring 
and AI-supported 
Hazard Management

Alarm Monitoring Center

Controlled access only after successful screening Holistic overview
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― Digital Access 
Management for Critical 
Infrastructures

We digitize access management for critical infrastructures in a secure, simple and 
user-centered way. We seamlessly integrate the access management system 
from essentry into your existing access control system, enabling an automated 
check-in process with identity verification, security briefing and badge generation. 
In this way, we reduce the process time to less than one minute while increasing 
the level of security.

Biometric face 
matching with 3D 
depth camera

ID-Verification

ID-Verification Biometric face 
matching

3D real time 
portrait
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― Identity verification

We verify visitor identity reliably and securely – and at border control 
level, thereby checking the authenticity of more than 7,500 identity 
documents from 196 countries.

Artificial intelligence is used to match the image on the ID document with 
a 3D portrait taken on-site.

― Automation of check-in process
 
Via the essentry platform, a large number of preparations can already be 
done digitally and before the visit, e.g., signing NDAs, safety briefings or 
health briefings. The check-in process takes less than a minute. 
 
After successful identity verification, the guest automatically receives an 
RFID card with individual access authorization.  

― Customization of check-in

The essentry system is highly flexible and can be adapted to individual 
company needs.

To simplify and accelerate the check-in process for returning visitors, for 
example, you can create „Trusted IDs“ for permanent use. 
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― 24/7 Monitoring 
and AI-supported 
Hazard Management

We integrate all security 
systems and IoT sensors 
in a unified management 
platform. In this way, we 
create a complete securi-
ty overview, even across 
different locations.

Integration 
―  Security systems (FAS, IAS, 
      Video, ACS etc.)
―  IoT-sensors (room teperature, 
      VOC, position, presence etc.)
―  Building and communications 
      technology
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Transparency
 
― Intelligent visualization of events 
     in campus and building maps
― Analysis & dashboards

Control 
― Dynamic proces instructions
― Automated operations
― Switching operations (e.g., 
    switching systems off and on, 
    remote door opening system)

Live-images 

―  Event video images  
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We use decentralized intelligence to detect security-related events and avoid 
false alarms. This helps security personnel focus on verified alarms, which are 
visualized in site and floor plans in the hazard management system.  

Our certified alarm receiving center (DIN EN 50518) and our service control 
center network (VdS 3138 and 3138–2) handle the operation of the integrated 
security systems as well as the alarm management 24/7 (DIN EN 9001–2015) 
or in a defined time window for redundancy, if you have your own staff. The 
control of the intervention personnel and resources is carried out with the 
support of the hazard management system based on defined workflows. 

 
VdS

Get a complete security picture at any time. Dashboards help to make  
decisions and continuously optimize systems and processes.

AES (DIN EN 50518) 
NSL (VdS 3138 und 3138–2)
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We integrate only cutting-edge technologies from 
leading, innovative companies with whom we have a 
long-standing partnership. From a range of security 
and IoT products, we make the best selection for our 
customers and develop a holistic 360° solution that, 
thanks to interoperability, can be fit perfectly into 
the existing systems.

― Strong 
Partners
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The Display Choice Of Professionals 

AG Neovo Technology is a leading provider 
of professional 24/7 monitors with many  
patented innovations.

Founded in 1999, the company has a global presence in the DACH 
market for professional projects. The products are specially de-
signed for security, industrial and control room applications. For 
example, from industrial robustness, video image optimizations and 
accessories to video walls.

agneovo.com

https://www.agneovo.com/de/
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Axis Communications enables a smarter and safer world  
by creating solutions for improving security and business 
performance. As a network technology company and  
industry leader, Axis Communications offers solutions in 
video surveillance, access control, intercom, and audio  
systems. 

They are enhanced by intelligent analytics applications and supported by
high-quality training. Axis Communications has around 4,000 dedicated employees 
in over 50 countries and collaborates with technology and system integration  
partners worldwide to deliver customer solutions. Axis Communications was  
founded in 1984, and the headquarters is in Lund, Sweden.

axis.com

https://www.axis.com/it-it
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essentry specializes in the digitalization of access processes. 
The core product is the verification of personal identities at 
border-control level and the automation of the access pro-
cess. Using biometric technology and artificial intelligence, 
essentry is able to achieve the highest level of security for  
facilities, employees and guests. essentry integrates seam-
lessly into existing systems and IT landscapes and increases 
security to the highest possible level.

essentry has its origins in the demanding data center
industry and is characterized by the high security require-
ments prevailing there and adheres to strict regulations
regarding data protection, data security and compliance.
In addition, essentry has integrated these standards into
its products and offers them as a managed service, so that 
other organizations and industries may easily apply them.

essentry.com

View NTT Use 
Case Video

https://essentry.com/en/
https://e-shelter.io/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/3620_Essentry-GmbH_Imagefilm_EN_Final-LQ.mp4
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Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality solutions 
and combined sensor, software and autonomous 
technologies. Hexagon‘s Safety, Infrastructure &  
Geospatial Division improves the resilience and  
sustainability of critical services and infrastructure  
for the benefit of communities. 

Their technologies transform complex data about people, locations and assets 
into meaningful information and functions to make faster and better decisions in 
the areas of security, utilities and waste disposal, defense, transport and public 
administration.

Hexagon‘s physical security 
portfolio includes video manage-
ment and PSIM solutions that help 
organizations around the world 
make their world a safer place and 
minimize the impact of security 
and operational incidents.

hxgnsecurity.com

https://hxgnsecurity.com/
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KentixONE merges 8 traditional security systems and proactively detects over 40 threats in
one all-in-one solution. It doesn’t get any simpler than this. Companies from all industries
secure their business and mission critical infrastructure against physical threats as well as
human error and comply with legal requirements through products from Kentix. Develop-
ment and production are carried out exclusively in Germany.

kentix.com

Security technology goes simple and digital
Every company has a need for physical security. It must be possible to meet this need
quickly and scalably. Kentix has developed a revolutionary simple answer to this need:
KentixONE, everything from access control to alarm and video technology is 100% IoT 
based and combined into one platform.

https://kentix.com/
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LenelS2 is a global leader in advanced physical security 
solutions, including access control, video surveillance 
and mobile credentialing.

Our technology includes web-based and mobile applications enhanced by cloud- 
based services. Incorporating open architecture, LenelS2 provides scalable, unified 
security management solutions to customers ranging from global enterprises to small- 
and mid-size businesses. Easy to install and use, LenelS2 products are supported by an 
experienced, responsive team dedicated to providing exceptional service.

LenelS2 serves segments worldwide including corporate, data centres, finance,  
healthcare and government. 

lenels2.com

https://www.lenels2.com/en/
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This differentiates the R&S®QPS  
scanners from traditional metal detec-
tors and allows the scanner to not only 
keep up with evolving threat scenarios 
but also meet specific application requi-
rements. R&S®QPS scanners can detect 
3D-printed weapons, bank notes, small 
perfume bottles, data bearing devices 
and metal powders – just to name a few 
examples. It does not, however, limit 
itself to the particular objects it was  
trained with. Rather, it detects  
anomalies in general to discover new 
and unknown threats.

rohde-schwarz.com

The R&S®QPS automated detection capability relies on AI-
based algorithms that are trained to target a wide  
range of object classes of all materials, such as metals,  
liquids, ceramics, plastics, granulates, powders, organics 
and much more. 

https://www.rohde-schwarz.com/de/startseite_48230.html
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SimonsVoss, the pioneer in remote-controlled, cable- 
free locking technology provides system solutions for 
SOHO, medium and large-sized businesses as well as  
public institutions. Our locking systems combine  
intelligent functionality, high quality and award-winning 
design. As an innovative system provider, we focuses on 
scalable systems, high security, reliable components and 
simple operation. 

Our access control system “SmartIntego” integrates the advantages of digital locking  
into complex building services systems. SmartIntego solutions are always developed in  
cooperation with an integration partner. This gives the integration partner the opportunity 
to implement its product philosophy in access control with SimonsVoss.

simons-voss.com

https://www.simons-voss.com/
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— We integrate cutting-edge 
technologies from leading,  
innovative companies 
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— We integrate cutting-edge 
technologies from leading,  
innovative companies 
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— Our System  
Your Advantage

We enable a holistic security situation. We ensure the 
early detection of hazards and transform sensor data into 
automated actions for efficient security management.
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― Highest security

― More transparency

― Reliable quality 

― Better user experience

Through multi-stage systems, intelligent analysis functions, 
and alarm management with 24/7 service availability, threats 
are reliably detected and averted.

By integrating various systems and central monitoring, we 
create a holistic security environment and help the security 
team make better decisions.

You receive all our services from a single source. At the 
same time, we ensure reliable implementation through the 
quality work of our technical team.

By designing end-to-end security solutions along the user 
journeys of relevant personas and digitizing processes, we 
enhance the user experience and enable you to seamlessly 
integrate security into everyday life.

― Higher cost efficiency

Through standardization, automation, and a service concept, 
which covers all services from planning and implementation 
to 24/7 monitoring and hazard management, we achieve the 
greatest possible cost-effectiveness.
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From Berlin | Frankfurt | Munich | Vienna all over the world

4 locations  
in GSA
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— Our 
experience
We combine industry experience with 
system integration competence and 
the ability to innovate.

300+

20+

― Enterprise-level 
systems and multisite 
applications

Experts for holistic security 
solutions, digitalization and 
automation

Years of experience
with the implementation 
of integrated security 
solutions for CRITIS

― Certified 
Systems
Expert-level certification of 
leading technologies
ISO 9001:2015, DIN 14675, 
VdS 3403, VdS 3138,  
DIN EN 50518
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Our experts for security technology and Building IoT 
look forward to helping you design, implement and 
operate your integrated solution. 

— Contact or  
visit us at 

Your route to a holistic  
security solution

Human-Centered Security Lab
Im Marienpark 47
12107 Berlin

hcsl@e-shelter.io 
marienpark.berlin/hcsl

e-shelter security  
Eschborner Landstraße 100
60489 Frankfurt am Main
+49 69 247 430 - 000

sales@e-shelter.io
e-shelter.io

https://e-shelter.io/en/
https://marienpark.berlin/hcsl/en/index.html


e-shelter security
Eschborner Landstraße 100
60489 Frankfurt am Main
+49 69 247 430 - 000 
info@e-shelter.io 
e-shelter.io
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